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Abstract. A simple method for adjusting pseudocolor distributions of
photographic images is described and demonstrated experimentally.
This method is based on the technique for photographic phase image
pseudocolor modulated by a grating. A reflecting ray path is introduced
into a 4f system to produce diffraction of the dual-phase grating so that
the pseudocolor at the output plane can be adjusted. The merit of this
method is that many pseudocolor images with different color distributions
can be obtained for each diffraction order. © 1996 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers.

Subject terms: pseudocoloring encoding; phase image; chromaticity; CIE 1931
chromaticity diagram.
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1 Introduction

In general, the optical images obtained in various scient
applications are gray-level, black-and-white images. Ho
ever, human observers perceive more complex color va
tions. Pseudocoloring of an image is a technique of int
ducing false colors to a monochrome image so that cert
features of the image are easier to perceive. There are
ready many techniques for pseudocoloring of photograp
images.1–6 A problem in the previous pseudocoloring tech
niques, however, is that sometimes the different densitie
the image at the object plane may correspond to just o
certain color at the output plane, thus leading to the we
known ‘‘mixing color phenomenon.’’

To resolve such an ambiguity, we describe here a n
method to adjust the color distribution at the output pla
of the 4f system. The key to this method is introducing
reflecting ray path into the 4f system. By changing the
position of a mirror in the reflecting ray path, we can obta
a series of color distributions for every diffraction orde
Such color distributions would give us enough informatio
to resolve the mixing color phenomenon.

In Sec. 2, we represent the mathematical formation
the problem and derive the relative light intensity distrib
tion formulas at the output plane of the 4f system for the
zeroth-order spectrum and the positive first-order frequen
spectrum. We then demonstrate the theory by experime
in Sec. 3 and present the chromaticity analysis for t
method. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Theory for Adjusting Pseudocolor Distribution
in This Method

The ray path diagram for adjusting color distribution o
pseudocolor encoding images is shown in Fig. 1. A mirr
and a semireflecting mirror were used as a set of white li
input devices. A semireflecting mirrorN was inserted be-
tween an object planeG and lensL1 in the 4f system while
a reflecting mirrorM was placed at the left side of theG.
The distance betweenM andG is l . In our experiments, a
phase image encoded by grating was set at theG. A beam
of collimating white light from a xenon arc lamp was re
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flected byN and illuminates a phase image encoded on
G, and it was further reflected back by mirrorM to illumi-
nate the phase image again. Having passed through th
phase image, this beam of light was Fourier transformed by
the first lensL1 and was filtered at the frequency spectrum
planeS by a single-slit optical filter. It was then inverse
Fourier transformed again by the second lensL2 to form a
pseudocolor image at an output planeP. According to the
derivation represented later, the relative light intensity dis-
tribution at the output planeP was found to be related to
the distancel from the phase image to mirrorM . With such
a setup, the relative light intensity distribution at the output
plane can be changed with the distancel . Thereby, the
color distributions of image at the output plane can be ad-
justed.

Now, suppose the coordinate at the object planeG is
x, at the frequency spectrum planeS is u, and at the output
P is x8. A phase image encoded by the grating is as shown
as in Fig. 2. The amplitude transmittance described by Guo
and Chen2 is

t~x!5exp~ jw2!H rectS xdD 2rectS xaD @12exp~ jDw!#J
*(

2`

`

d~x2kd!

5exp~ jw2!H(
2`

`

ck exp~ j2pkx/d!2@12exp~ jDw!#

3(
2`

`

ck8 exp~ j2pkx/d!J , ~1!

where

ck85
a

d
sin cS akd D , ck5sin c~k!,
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Cai and Fung: Pseudocoloring for a dual-phase grating method
Fig. 1 Experimental device diagram for adjusting pseudocolor distributions of output images; M,
reflecting mirror; G, object plane; N, beamsplitter (1:1); L1 and L2 , a pair of Fourier lenses; S,
frequency spectrum plane; P, output plane; and l, distance between M and G.
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whered is the grating constant;Dw( 5 2pD/l) is the phase
difference of the phase image encoded; andD is the optical
path-length difference, which is related to the density of th
input image. Such an aspect was discussed by Guo a
Chen2 and Zhang et al.6

A beam of collimating white light from the xenon arc
lamp illuminates the phase image at the input planeG and
is reflected back to planeG by mirrorM with a transmis-
sion distance of 2l . In terms of the well-known Fresnel-
Kirchhoff diffraction formula and Fourier transform theory,
the complex amplitude distributions of the light intensity a
the input planeG and the frequency spectrumsS are
W1(j) andW2(u), respectively. They are as follows:

Fig. 2 Amplitude transmittance of a phase image encoded by a
grating.
2600 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 9, September 1996
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From Eq.~3!, we know there are many orders of frequency
spectrum bands appearing at the frequency spectrum plan
S. As is usually the case, if dispersion is neglected and the
sampling frequency~that is, the frequency of modulation
grating! is twice as much as the highest frequency of the
object image, these frequency spectrum bands would no
coincide with each other. These spectrum bands can be
filtered by a single-slit optical filter at the frequency spec-
trum planeS. The frequency spectrum distributionW2(u)
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Cai and Fung: Pseudocoloring for a dual-phase grating method
for all orders is specified by the parametersn andk. The
zeroth-order frequency spectrum is depicted byn1k50,
the positive first-order frequency spectrum is represent
by n1k51, the negative first-order spectrum is describe
by n1k521, etc.

Now we take the first approximation@that is, neglecting
the contributions ofW2(u) for the values ofn,k greater
than 1#. In view of Eq. ~3!, we can obtain the frequency
spectra of all orders under such an approximation. Here, w
just write down the zeroth-order and the positive first-orde
frequency spectra next.

For the zeroth-order frequency spectrum, the relatio
shipn 1 k 5 0 must be satisfied. It concludes three sets o
integers:n 5 0,k 5 0; n 5 1,k 5 21; andn 5 21,k 5 1.
Substituting these integers into Eq.~3! and performing an
inverse Fourier transform, the complex-amplitude distribu
tion g0(x8) at the output planeP can be obtained:

g0~x8!5F 21@W2
0~u!#

5
12 j

2All
exp ~ j4p l /l! exp ~ j2w2!~A1 jB !, ~4!

where
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Thus, the relative light intensity distribution for the zeroth
order frequency spectrum at the output planeP is

I 0~x8!5ug0~x8!u25
A21B2

2ll
. ~5!

Similarly, we can get the relative light intensity distri-
bution I11(x8) for the positive first order at the output
planeP8

I11~x8!5ug11~x8!u25
2

p2ll
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a

d
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In Eqs. ~5! and ~6!, we choose thed5 1
20 mm anda

5 d/2. When theDw andl are the constants, the relative
light intensity distributions are functions of the variablel .
Figure 3 shows that the relative light intensity of the zeroth-
order output changes withl , where theDw is 2p/3 and the
parametersl are set as 6300, 5205, and 4205 Å, respec-
tively. From this figure we know that the relative light in-
tensities for every wavelength have their cyclic variation.
The longer the wavelength is, the shorter is the cycle. For
different l values, the intensity ratios of the three wave-
lengths are different; they can mix to form different colors,
which is why the color distributions can be adjusted by
changingl .

3 Experimental Demonstration and Chromaticity
Analysis

3.1 Experimental Demonstration

In our experiments, a set of xenon arc lamps was used as
the white light source. A grating set withd5 1

20 mm was
used to produce the phase image, employing the method
discussed by Guo and Chen.2 We placed a uniform phase
image (Dw 5 constant) at the planeG of Fig. 1, and placed,
respectively, three color filters~6300, 5205, and 4205 Å! at
the planeS of Fig. 1. At the output planeP, we use a set of
photometers to measure the relative light intensity. For a
color filter ~a fixedl value!, we measured a range of values
of I 0(x8) corresponding to a range ofl values. The process
was repeated for three color filters withl specialized as
before. The experimental resultsI 0(x8); l with threel val-
ues are indicated in Fig. 4.

Comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 3, we observe that the theo-
retical intensity distribution curves match the experimental
ones rather well. The experimental curves in Fig. 4 have the
same cycle variation as that in Fig. 3, and the cycle pertain-
ing to the longer wavelength is also shorter than that of the
shorter wavelength. We can say that the theoretical conse-
quence is in agreement to experimental result.

3.2 Chromaticity Analysis

In terms of chromaticity theory, one color corresponds to a
chromaticity coordinate on the CIE 1931 chromaticity dia-
gram. The chromaticity coordinate is related to the CIE
1931 tristimulus valuesX, Y, andZ, which can be speci-
fied by following formulas7:

X5k(
l

I ~l!S~l!x̄~l!Dl,

Y5k(
l

I ~l!S~l!ȳ~l!Dl, ~7!
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Cai and Fung: Pseudocoloring for a dual-phase grating method
Fig. 3 Theoretical curves of the relative light intensity distribution of the three wavelengths 6300,
5205, and 4205 Å for the zeroth-order output (Dw is a certain constant).

Fig. 4 Experimental curves of the relative light intensity distribution of the three wavelengths 6300,
5205, and 4205 Å for the zeroth-order output (Dw is a certain constant).
2602 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 9, September 1996
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Cai and Fung: Pseudocoloring for a dual-phase grating method
Z5k(
l

I ~l!S~l!z̄~l!Dl,

wherek is a normalizing factor;I (l) is the relative light
intensity I 0(x8) or I11(x8) appearing in Eq.~5! or Eq. ~6!;
and S(l) is the relative spectral power distribution of
xenon arc lamp, and can be substituted for by that of
CIE 1931 standard illuminate7 D65. The quantitiesx̄(l),
y (̄l), and z̄(l) are the color-matching functions of th
CIE 1931 standard colorimetric observer tristimulus valu
The data ofS(l), x̄(l), ȳ(l), and z̄(l) have been tabled
for the whole range of visual wavelengths, which can
obtained from Ref. 7. The chromaticity coordinates in t
CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram can there be expressed

x5X/~X1Y1Z!, y5Y/~X1Y1Z!. ~8!

Note that different densities of input image correspo
to differentDw, which in turn correspond to different col
ors on the output plane or corresponds to different chrom
ticity coordinate points in the CIE 9131 chromaticity dia
gram.

In the previous pseudocoloring methods,1–6 the chroma-
ticity coordinates (x,y) are only functions of the phase dif
ferenceDw. The relationship curve between the chromat
ity coordinates (x,y) andDw is shown3 in Fig. 5. Every
chromaticity coordinate point at the curve in Fig. 5 repr
sents a kind of color. We observe from Fig. 5 that the cur
has cross pointsA, B, andC. These cross points mean tha
two different values ofDw correspond to just one chroma
ticity coordinate. In other words, two different densities

Fig. 5 For the zeroth-order output, chromaticity coordinate changes
with phase difference Dw of input image while the distance l is con-
sidered as a constant. The cross points A, B, and C show the
mixing color phenomenon, where the different Dw correspond to the
same chromaticity point.
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the input image correspond to the same color. This is so
called the mixing color phenomenon, which is a major
drawback.

In our method, the chromaticity coordinates (x,y) are
not only functions ofDw but also functions of the length
variable l , which is introduced by our method. We can
change the length valuel to expand a cross point~just
mentioned! into a curve, which means we can transfer one
kind of color ~for one chromaticity coordinate! to several
colors ~for the curve! so that the color range can be ex-
panded and the mixing color phenomenon can be avoide

Since a cross point has two differentDw values, for a
certain cross point, we assume one of theDw values is a
constant and takel as a variable. Substituting Eq.~5! into
Eqs. ~7! and ~8!, and summing the whole range of visual
wavelengths for everyl value, we obtain the values ofX,
Y, andZ. The chromaticity coordinates (x,y) can then be
calculated from Eq.~8!. Different l values correspond to
different coordinates (x,y). Plotting these (x,y) coordi-
nates in the CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram, we can obtain
a chromaticity curveCK, which is shown in Fig. 6. From
this curve, we can select different colors on theCK curve
rather than only one color. As the color saturation of the
edge of the CIE 1931 chromaticity is better than of the
center, we see that the color saturation of the output imag
can be improved using our method.

4 Conclusions

In our experiments, we only need to add a plane mirror an
a semireflecting mirror in the well-known 4f system. We
can simply adjust the positions of the mirror to obtain the
images of different color distributions at the output plane.

Figure 1 is our experimental setup. For the zeroth-orde
output, usingl15 6300Å,l25 5205Å, andl35 4205Åas

Fig. 6 For the zeroth-order output and a certain Dw value, one
chromaticity point C can be extended to a curve CK by changing
the distance l between M and G in Fig. 1.
2603Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 9, September 1996
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Cai and Fung: Pseudocoloring for a dual-phase grating method
the wavelength parameters, the theoretical intensity dist
bution curves and the corresponding experimental curv
are presented in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The two s
match rather well.

The results of chromaticity analysis are indicated i
Figs. 5 and 6. We observe that one chromaticity point ca
be expanded into one curve. Hence, the mixing color ph
nomenon can be avoided and the color saturation can
improved using the method introduced here.
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